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Tasks
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Also on the Home Page are current Tasks and Notifications. Tasks are items that need an action to 
be taken.  

Tasks will remain  on the list 
until the task is completed!



Board Task-Task Page

The task tab allows you to manage tasks based on process. When you select a specific task type, Board Action Request 
for the Disability Transmittal process, a list of the members in that process with that task will be displayed in a list. 
Selecting a specific member name brings you to the task that needs to be completed. This view is especially helpful 
when there are a large number of tasks for more than one process. 

Alternate View
Board will be able to review
Cases based upon the task.  



91A Tab-Select name view details
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91A Tab-Member Card
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$1200.00 $1300.00



Noncompliance with 91A Filing
• A termination letter is sent to every member who does not comply with the 91A filing.  Additional time is 

given to the member before PERAC sends the boards the Notification of FINAL TERMINATION.  The boards 
will be able to view all letters sent to the members.  
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Noncompliance with 91A Filing
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For Deceased, a date of death and supporting documentation is required. 



Allowable Earnings Determination
• If a member has a reported earnings amount of $20,000 or greater, you will see their status as Allowable Earnings 

Determination.  This means that PERAC will ask the boards to provide us with the Retirement Allowance figures, as well as 
current salaries. 

• You will receive an email letting you know that you have  a  91A Member salary verification task.  You will see a list of the
members that you will need to complete the verified data.

• Click on the plus sign to expand the member’s information.  You can either enter  the amount here or download to a CSV 
file.  The current salary, annuity, and pension fields can not be left blank.  

• You can save your entries at any time by clicking the Save button at the bottom of your list.  Once you have entered all the 
amounts, you will need to check the box Verified to the right, and hit Submit.  

• If we currently have figures on file you will see them, but if no figure is provided or if the amount has changed you will need 
to enter the correct amount in the boxes provided.  

• If the Agency or Position of the Retiree is incorrect or missing please make that change.  Right now the only way to make this 
change is through the CSV option.  

In order for the task to go away you will need to enter the amounts requested.  If the task is not 
completed within 30 days, you will continue to receive reminder tasks.  
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91A Member salary verification

$1200.00

$1200.00

$1200.00 Current 
Salary, 

annuity and 
pension must 
not be 0.00



Export to CSV and Upload CSV
• This is an option for larger boards, or if you have multiple members that we require 91A Member salary 

verification.
• If you choose to Export your list to an CSV file and enter the amounts there, you will have the option to 

upload that worksheet back into Prosper.  

– Important to Note:  The only fields that will be accepted back into Prosper are the  Current Salary, 
Annuity, Pension, Dependency, and Worker Comp.  You must also change the N to Y in the last 
column, once the amounts are verified.  You can not change the format of the spreadsheet in any 
way, or Prosper will not recognize it, and will not allow you to upload back into Prosper.  
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Cannot change the format 
of the spreadsheet.

Technical issues contact 
Help desk.



Example of CSV file



Excess Notifications
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PERAC will mail a letter to each member that has exceeded their allowable earnings.  
At the same time the boards will receive a notification.  At this time the boards are instructed to notify the 
member of their options to repay or provide them a chance to be heard by the board.   

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe’s



Excess Documents
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Once a member has been found in Excess, and after PERAC sends the member an Excess letter, 
a notification will be sent to the board and all documentation associated with the member will 
be viewable.
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The retirement board must submit to PERAC what, if any, action was taken against the 
member as a result of the member being found in excess. A reminder notice will be sent 
every 30 days until a response is sent to PERAC. 

Excess Action

Jane Doe Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Jane Doe

Upload copies of your letter to 
member. 



Disability Data Updates


